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The pervasive economical, social and cultural transformations o f China in the 
last decade o f the 20th century have decisively altered the material and spiritual land­
scape of one o f the largest and fastest developing nations in the world. More crucially, 
these structural changes in every aspect o f Chinese lives, from  the ideological 
reorientation, the ascendance o f the market economy, and the commercialization of 
culture to the reordering o f social hierarchies and the formation o f new class structures, 
are also intimately bound up with China’s “connecting to the tracks of the world” （yu 
sh ijiejiegu i i.e., globalization. Globalization has become not only a fash­
ionable discourse among intellectuals and policy-makers but also an acutely lived ex­
perience for millions o f Chinese, penetrating layers o f the superstructure as well as 
the fabric of everyday life. It comes as no surprise that questions of modernity and
postmodernity and their implications for a postsocialist, post-Cold War China, espe­
cially in the cultural arena, have received great, and often agitated, attention by  Chi­
nese scholars and critics in China and in the diaspora alike.
Sheldon Lu?s recent book, China, Transnational Visuality, G lobalPostm odem ity, 
is a timely contribution to our understanding of the latest trends and issues in China. 
Despite the fact that the bulk o f the book  consists o f essays previously published in 
different journals or anthologies, the book as a whole, thanks to a thorough introduc­
tion and a clearly demarcated organization, presents something much more than the 
sum o f its parts. Readable and engaging, the book provides in effect a road map of 
contemporary Chinese cultural politics in its multiple, transnational manifestations. 
Canvassing sources on a large number o f Chinese intellectual trends and cultural phe- 
nomena in global contexts, Lu presents a kaleidoscopic view o f a society characterized 
by  uneven development, cohabiting ideologies and social practices, and the prolifera­
tion of a mass-mediated consumer culture. The multiple trips to China the author has 
made, in particular the sojourns in his native Beijing throughout the decade, endow 
the book with a palpable * on the scene^ feel. Even though it is not systematic ethno­
graphic work, the book reads like a ^report^ on the postmodern condition in fin-de- 
siecle China, combining sociological observations with textual or intertextual analysis.
The eleven chapters are organized into four parts, covering areas of intellectual 
discourse, transnational Chinese cinema, avant-garde art, and popular culture. The 
different parts or individual chapters may be read in any order or any combinations 
because they are not meant to be tightly sequenced procedures for the building up o f a 
single thesis. This does not mean that the book lacks coherence despite a certain, per­
haps unavoidable, amount o f overlaps. One o f the key arguments o f the book con­
cerns the reconfiguration o f the relationship between elite culture and popular culture 
in a fast expanding consumer society and the subsequent decline of the public status 
o f the Chinese intellectual. This is forcefully spelled out in part one, from largely theo- 
retical perspectives. If the two intervening parts (concentrating on select Mainland 
and Hong Kong films and the practice of avant-garde art) deviate somewhat from that 
particular argument, the author consciously returns to it in part four to show in more 
detail how the intellectual’s previous role as cultural leader and moral paragon has 
been altered almost beyond repair, as vividly illustrated by Jia Pingwa(賈平凹) ’s novel，
Fei Du (磨 都 ， _Ruined Capita^ 1993).
The dethroning o f the intellectual from the altar o f Chinese modernity in the 
1990s is, argues the author, caused primarily by  the large-scale “tan sition ” to 
postmodernity. The three essays in part one sketch in broad strokes the trajectories of 
this transition in political, economic, and cultural domains, as well as in terms o f the 
local and global interactions in late capitalism worldwide. Lu traces the genealogy of 
the introduction of postmodernism as a Western discourse to China in the mid-1980s， 
and the flourishing o f a locally grounded but globally implicated postmodern culture 
in the 1990s. The crisis experienced by the intellectual in this process is seen, in light 
of Foucault’s work ， as the transition from the “universal intellectual” to the “specific 
intellectual，” a fate encountered by European intellectuals in the post-War period. In 
contemporary China» this is marked by the visible “academidzation and commercialization” 
of intellectual labor under the rule of market forces. The hurried and often controversial 
adaptation of a host of Western “post-” theories is symptomatic of the confusion on the 
part of intellectuals in the absence o f a homegrown critical apparatus capable o f offer­
ing a sustained response to the new situation. (The attempts to reinvent ^national 
studies” have proven to be feeble, and rather problematic.) On the other hand, the 
waves of “post-ism” have seriously challenged the post-Enlightenment humanist 
legacy, which left deep imprints on the project o f Chinese modernity ever since the 
May Fourth period. The postmodern turn thus marks “a movement away from the 
teleology  o f m odernity and m odernization based on the nation-state tow ard 
deterritorialized transnationalism, from unilinear national and universal history to 
heterogeneous and multiple employment o f change." 1 The author clearly favors 
postmodernism over other post-ism (notably postcolonial discourse, which is deemed 
largely irrelevant for the Chinese case), finding it both a viable descriptive and analyti­
cal tool with which to diagnose and criticize the glaring “social anomalies and ideo­
logical contradictions in contemporary China.” 2
While intellectuals have tended to retreat on the confines of the academe amidst 
these multi-faceted changes that displaced depth hermeneutics (as exemplified by a 
long-standing tradition o f literature, historiography and philosophy (wen shi zhe yL
1 Pingwa, Ruined Capital (Hong Kong: Cosmos Books Publishing, 19 9 3 ) 68,
2 Ibid, 66,
史哲)， the arenas of visual culture and popular culture respond to and give expression 
to the postmodern condition with a great measure of dynamic and impact. The rest o f 
the book is devoted to an inventorying of forms of a Chinese postmodernism, which is 
also by  definition transnational: ranging from cinema, avant-garde art, pop music, TV  
soap operas and popular urban fiction. The films selected for discussion in part four 
may not cover all o f the variegated landscape o f transnational Chinese cinemas (a 
term coined by Lu himself, several years ago), especially when the material from main- 
land China is limited to Elrmo (二 摸 ，dir. Zhou Xiaowen 周 曉 文 ，1994). Yet this 
particular film is indeed of crucial significance’ because its story about an enterpris- 
ing rural woman acquiring the biggest T V  set in the village illustrates in visceral de­
tail the relentless penetration o f the market economy and global televisual culture into 
Chinese society, including its underdeveloped rural hinterland.
Co-authored with Anne Ciecko, the essay on Ermo, and also another essay on the 
globalization o f the images o f three Hong Kong female stars (Anita Mui, Maggie Cheung 
and Michelle Yeoh), is informed by  a consciously gendered approach. The authors are 
sensitive to the ways in which globalization of filmic and televisual images has re­
sulted in both an intensified self-exoticization for the purpose of marketing ^China^ 
internationally, and an opportunity for re-examining and changing the existing gen­
der codes through the uses of self-reflexive devices and other strategies. We are, however, 
cautioned against the trends emanating from Hollywood and Disney to capitalize on 
the image of the Chinese action heroine (such as Hua Mulan 花木蘭 ） for the purpose 
of pure profiteering under the cover of “benign” multiculturalism. More than any 
other media under discussion in the book, cinema remains the one that exerts or regis- 
ters the most far-reaching and widespread impact o f globalization across national 
borders.
Perhaps the most poignant critical intervention on the post-1989 Chinese culture 
comes from avant-garde art，which ， due to censorship at home， has developed into a 
highly visible international phenomenon. Lack o f formal training in art history did 
not deter L u s passionate investigation into the historical as well as transnational tra­
jectory o f this evolving movement. The author concentrates on the question o f cul­
tural identity, tracing its variations from the earlier “political pop ，” large-scale in­
stallations to performance and body art, from obsessions with politics and consumer
culture at home to broader cosmopolitan concerns with human communication and 
the environment. The avant-garde artists, many o f them traversing the diaspora and 
closely connected to the international art market, represent a very (different kind o f the 
“elite culture” which consciously engages with popular culture forms, both Chinese 
and non-Chinese.
L u s attention to television in the book presents some o f the most interesting 
material and offers sharp insights into this most popular cultural form  in China today. 
If Ermo signaled, allegorically, the arrival o f the box in China and its challenge to 
cinema and other form s o f mass culture, the popularity o f T V  soap opera has defi­
nitely consolidated the primacy of the televisual image in everyday cultural consump- 
tion for hundreds of millions o f Chinese. In the well-researched essay on soap opera in 
the last part of the book, Lu once again highlights the gender question in a transnational 
context by focusing now on masculine desire (for Western women in particular), and 
on the ^alliance between popular culture, patriarchal discourse, and transnational 
capital.M 3 Yet, these televisual tales o f male sexual fantasies and new national 
imaginaries, argues Lu, often'contain ironies, parodies, and self-deflations that insid­
ers could spot/* 3 4 This im portant assertion could have benefited from  further 
elaboration, and this is one o f the moments when the book points towards exciting 
new research issues.
The same applies to issues related to the ^Net/* Given the quick and widespread 
entry o f the personal computer and the Internet into the Chinese household in the 
1990s, readers interested in postmodern culture in China would also be eager to learn 
about the impact o f this global medium on Chinese language, life style and knowledge 
production and dissemination. The emergence o f a vibrant independent urban cinema 
will have to be included in the picture as well. Lu s book, one of the first wide-ranging 
and sustained analyses o i the postmodern condition in China and beyond, provides 
very useful methodologies and insights for grappling with other related materials and 
emerging topics.
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3 丨bid, 237.
4 Ibid, 237.
